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The Crafty revolutionized portable vaporizers with the power of convection heating. Now, after several years of success, Storz & Bickel has updated its pocket-sized vaporizer. The Crafty+ has some great improvements – optimized temperature levels, one-button control, better quality housing, a bigger battery – but you still enjoy the same quality and experience that you expect from the Crafty.




Is this the best portable vaporizer? Let’s find out.







Crafty+ Vaporizer New Features






The new Crafty+ vaporizer offers an improved design to further enhance your vaping experience:




	Better housing for added durability and beauty
	One-button control for easy use
	3 pre-set temperature settings: 356F, 383F and 410 F
	Temperature range of 104-410 F








The Crafty+ vaporizer is built with the following materials:




	Aluminum heating chamber
	Food-grade, heat-resistant plastic housing
	Stainless steel in the vapor path











Convection and Conduction Heating




The Crafty+ vaporizer has a hybrid convection and conduction heating system for lightning-fast heat-up and pure, rich vapor.




This pocket-sized vaporizer heats up in just 90-120 seconds. The quick heat-up is thanks to the hybrid heat exchanger – a feature that’s exclusive to Storz & Bickel.




The combination of conduction and convection heating delivers stable temperatures for flavorful vapor. 











Cool Vapor




The Crafty+ has a cooling unit built into the mouthpiece for cool, smooth vapor with every hit. The cooling unit is crafted from PEEK, which is a food-proof, high-grade and heat-resistant plastic. It’s commonly used for surgical implants in the medical field. 
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Shop 20% Off Sale








Longer Sessions + Faster Recharge




Enjoy longer sessions with the new and improved Crafty+. Each charge gives you 40 full minutes of use – enough juice for about 4-5 sessions.




Recharging is lightning fast – two hours via the micro-USB charger. The Crafty+ also helps preserve battery life thanks to its automatic shutoff feature, which you can adjust. The timer automatically resets with each hit or button press.











Up To 3 Year Warranty




Industry best 3 year warranty when you register your purchase with Storz & Bickel.   


























The S&B App Gives You More Control
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Like many other S&B products, this model offers Bluetooth connectivity, which allows you to truly customize your experience right from your smartphone. App controls give you more options without complicating your portable vaporizer. 




What controls does the S&B app offer?




	Power: With the tap of a button, you can power up your vaporizer and heat up to your set temperature automatically. 
	Temperature Settings: Set precise temperatures with the touch of a button. Precise temperature control gives you the best experience.
	Settings: Adjust or enable/disable vibration, LED brightness, charge indicator light, automatic shutoff time, alarm tones and more.
	Locate: Lost your Crafty+? The S&B app will help you locate it, so you never have to be apart from your best friend. Just tap the “Find my Crafty” button on the app.





The app is also compatible with Android devices that support Bluetooth Low Energy and Android smartwatches. The app is currently not available for Apple devices, but Storz Bickel offers a web app that you can use to control your Crafty+.




App controls are just a nice additional feature. You don’t have to use a smartphone to control your Crafty+. Right out of the box, this unit has three pre-set temperatures for quick and easy use. 











Technical Specs




	Dimensions: 4.4” H x 2.3” W x 1.3” D
	Weight: 4.2 oz.
	Warranty: 2-year warranty (which you can extend to a three-year warranty)





What’s in the Box?




	Crafty+ vaporizer 
	1 USB cable  
	3 x normal screens
	3 x base seal rings  
	3 x coarse screens
	2 x drip pads
	1 dosing capsule
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Crafty+ FAQs




How do you use the Crafty+?




The Crafty+ is easy to use. 




	Make sure that your device is fully charged before use.
	Start by removing the cooling unit and mouthpiece.
	Fill up the filling chamber with dry herb.
	Replace the mouthpiece and cooling unit.
	Turn on the Crafty+ to start the heat-up process.
	Once the LED turns green, it’s ready for use.
	Enjoy! 





If it’s your first use, you may want to run the unit without taking any hits just to get rid of any plastic smells or flavors it may produce.




	Fill the filling chamber with just a small amount of dry herb.
	Choose the highest temperature setting.
	Allow the Crafty+ to run for 10 minutes or the desired heat up time.
	Take a few draws without inhaling to clean out the mouthpiece.





The initial burn-off isn’t absolutely necessary, but it may get rid of any off-putting flavors your vaporizer may produce.




How do you maintain the Crafty+?




Regular cleaning and maintenance will help keep your Crafty+ running optimally. Clean your vaporizer frequently to prevent build-up that can cause unpleasant flavors and eventually stop your device from working properly.




Cleaning the Crafty+ is a simple, straightforward process. Here’s what you’ll need:




	Rubbing alcohol
	Cotton swabs 
	Bowl or cup
	Cleaning brush 





All plastic components can be soaked in the rubbing alcohol for easy cleaning. The O-rings should be rinsed with hot water.




The component that will need the most cleaning is the cooling unit.




	Remove the unit from the Crafty+.
	Separate the upper and lower halves of the unit by pressing the oval button on top.
	Use the pointed end of the stirring tool to remove the O-rings. 
	Gently remove the screen.
	Soak the plastic components in rubbing alcohol for at least 30 minutes.
	Once all parts are clean, you can rinse with hot water.
	Allow all parts to dry thoroughly before using the vaporizer again.





Maintaining your unit allows for the best overall experience and flavor.




Who is the Crafty+ for?
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The Crafty+ is a top-of-the-line portable vaporizer that’s pocket-sized and built with a hybrid conduction/convection heating system for ultra-fast heat-up times. It’s a great choice for anyone who wants on-the-go use without compromising on vapor quality and flavor. 




Does the Crafty+ have accessories?




When you purchase the Crafty+, you have the option of buying the Side Kit, which includes a variety of helpful accessories:




	Filling aid
	Mouthpiece
	Herb mill
	Seal ring
	Cleaning brush
	Capsule caddy
	Two small normal screens
	1 small coarse screen





The side kit is a must-have if you’re serious about maintaining your Crafty+ properly.




Storz & Bickel Quality, Durability, German Engineering




Storz & Bickel is a leader in the vaporizer industry. The Crafty+ is a reflection of this reputation, offering quality, durability, superb air flow and German engineering.




This is a portable vaporizer that will give you many years of use with proper care and maintenance. 




The Crafty+ is rugged and durable. Take it with you on the ski slopes or around the block to a friend’s house. Its heavy-duty design means that the Crafty+ complements any lifestyle. 











Why Choose the New Crafty+?
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Whether you own the original Crafty or just want to buy a new portable vaporizer, the Crafty+ has many advantages over the competition.





Unbeatable Flavor & Clouds

The Crafty+ gets high marks in the flavor and vapor quality departments. This upgraded vaporizer can keep up with heavy pulls, and the cooling unit allows you to enjoy smoother hits without compromising on flavor. 




If you want a vaporizer that delivers huge clouds, the Crafty+ is a great option. 




The Crafty+ can deliver powerful, hard-hitting clouds, but you can just as easily sip on it for smaller, more controlled hits. There’s no draw resistance either, which makes it ideal for medical patients who don’t have the energy to take forceful draws. It’s one of the best free-flowing vaporizers you can buy, and it’s a fierce competitor to its big brother the Mighty.




With all of the plastic components in the Crafty+, you would assume that it would alter the flavor of the vapor. However, this vaporizer is an exception. The vapor quality is exceptional. It’s on par with pure convection vaporizers that have all-glass pathways.








Quick Heat-up Time

Some portable vaporizers take a while to heat up. The original Storz &  Bickel Crafty was still relatively quick to heat up, but the Crafty+ is even faster. The quick heat-up is thanks to the hybrid convection/conduction heating system. 




Your herbs heat up fast, but they won’t combust thanks to the convection heating.








Easy Portability

The portability that the Crafty+ offers is one of its greatest benefits. This vaporizer is pocket-sized, so it’s easy to take with you wherever you go. 




It’s not the smallest portable vaporizer on the market, but it fits in the palm of your hand (it stands just 4.4” high). It’s perfect for fast vape sessions.








Discreet

The Crafty+ is not only compact – it’s also discreet. It’s not as discreet as pen vaporizers, but it’s not obvious that you’re carrying around a vaporizer. 




The sleek design means that you can take the Crafty+ with you without drawing too much attention to yourself.








Longer Battery Life

The Crafty+ version has a long battery life, so you can enjoy longer sessions – solo or with friends. Each charge will give you 40 minutes of vape time. For most people, that’s enough for about five vape sessions. 




Recharging your unit is quick. It takes about two hours via the included micro-USB cord.








Easy Use

The simple design of the Crafty+ means that you can start using your vaporizer in minutes. Just fill the filling chamber, heat up the device (it takes less than two minutes) and enjoy. One-button operation allows for uncomplicated use and enjoyment.




Even if your grind isn’t the best or you don’t use the best draw technique, you will still have a great experience with the Crafty+ and it will still work properly.




The Storz Bickel Crafty+ is virtually foolproof. You don’t have to be tech-savvy to use it. You don’t even have to use the app to control it, although it does give you more control over your experience.








Medical & Third-Party Certifications

The Storz Bickel Crafty+ has third-party safety and medical certifications. These are official government medical certifications.








App Controls

The new Crafty+ gives you more control over your vaporizer’s function. Just connect to your phone using Bluetooth connectivity. Having the ability to adjust the temperature, automatic shut-off timer and personal alarm allows you to enjoy a more personalized vaping experience.




Adjusting the auto shutoff timer is especially useful because you don’t have to worry about your vaporizer shutting after one minute. If you get distracted or something comes in the middle of your session, you don’t have to start up again. Just choose a longer setting for the auto shutoff feature, and enjoy sessions your own way.























Where to Buy the Crafty Vaporizer for Sale
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Ready to give the Crafty+ vaporizer a try? When you buy from Vapor.com, you can get a 20% discount if you order today. Just use the promo code DUDE20 to claim your discount.




Our Verdict




The Crafty+ offers a much-needed upgrade for the original Crafty. A cooling unit, long battery life, improved housing quality and other updates put this portable vaporizer back at the top of its game. Hybrid heating speeds up the heating process while the cooling unit works to deliver smooth, flavorful vapor.























Regular Price




$279




official distributor




	PlanetOfTheVapes.com 










with coupon




$223




official distributor




	DUDE20










Save 20%
With DUDE20 Coupon




Order Now
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